
Things we’ve learned from 
diversifying our marketing channels

All New Social



The
CHALLENGES



UK TV & Social Media Market 



Our approach



Our marketing approach

Smaller budgets
Not spreading too thin // focus
Not being afraid
Platforms as websites // discovery
Enable partners 
Context and Content 



Our
CAMPAIGNS



TEEN TAXI
BBC iPlayer





The brief

Challenge
Direct response campaign 
As many 13-25 audience as possible to iPlayer to watch the series  

Context
To land show, drive to watch immersive piece, we need an already engaged 
audience 
Build on the platform’s trust 

Strategy and platforms
Optimised, test and amend
Started with YouTube but turned it off
Instagram, Snapchat
Use a new platform: Wattpad







BEST CLIPS COMPRESSION

WATTPAD 
CREATIVE



YOUR HOME 
MADE PERFECT

BBC TWO





The brief

Challenge
Awareness campaign driving to TV broadcast
Renovation, DIY, property fans

Context
Go where the potential audience are actively engaging in homes, interiors 
or DIY
Don’t forget the property show  audience

Strategy and platforms
Borrow creative approach from consumer brands 
Facebook for normal TV viewing audience
Use a new platform: Pinterest



Past

Present

Future

Pinterest is a DISCOVERY 
network



confidential

42 million people are 
interested in home and 
garden ideas on Pinterest

6.4m
Home UK
Pinners

No. 1
vertical



Creative examples



Creative examples



I’M NOT DRIVING THAT
WITH ALI-A
BBC iPlayer



CLIP



The brief

Challenge
Direct response campaign 
As many 13-25 audience as possible to iPlayer to watch the series  

Context
To land show, need to leverage talent in creative and different ways to cut 
through the noise 
Choose less busy platforms & where talent is bigger

Strategy and platforms
Optimised, test and amend
YouTube, Instagram & Snapchat 
Bespoke creative: New narrative rules



BREAK 4th WALL COMPRESSION
VARIATIONS

TALENT



Final thoughts
TAKEAWAYS



What can I use tomorrow at work? 

Context 

context
context

CONTEXT

4 thoughts to put into your next  or current projects

New 
platforms 

drive 
performance

Break 
your 

genre

New 
narrative 
and visual  

techniques 
to cut through 

the noise



@PeteDurant
peterkdurant@gmail.com
petedurant.co
New books available now!


